Abstract-This paper considers the blind deconvolution of multiple modulated signals/filters, and an arbitrary filter/signal. Multiple inputs s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N =: [s n ] are modulated (pointwise multiplied) with random sign sequences r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N =: [r n ], respectively, and the resultant inputs (s n r n ) ∈ C Q , n ∈ [N] are convolved against an arbitrary input h ∈ C M to yield the measurements y n = (s n r n ) h, n ∈ [N] := 1, 2, . . . , N, where and denote pointwise multiplication, and circular convolution. Given [y n ], we want to recover the unknowns [s n ] and h. We make a structural assumption that unknowns [s n ] are members of a known K-dimensional (not necessarily random) subspace, and prove that the unknowns can be recovered from sufficiently many observations using a regularized gradient descent algorithm whenever the modulated inputs s n r n are long enough, i.e, Q KN + M (to within logarithmic factors, and signal dispersion/coherence parameters). Under the bilinear model, this is the first result on multichannel (N ≥ 1) blind deconvolution with provable recovery guarantees under near optimal (in the N = 1 case) sample complexity estimates, and comparatively lenient structural assumptions on the convolved inputs. A neat conclusion of this result is that modulation of a bandlimited signal protects it against an unknown convolutive distortion. We discuss the applications of this result in passive imaging, wireless communication in unknown environment, and image deblurring. A thorough numerical investigation of the theoretical results is also presented using phase transitions, image deblurring experiments, and noise stability plots.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper considers blind deconvolution of a single input convolved against multiple modulated inputs. We observe the convolutions of h ∈ C M , and 1 [s n ] ∈ C Q modulated in advance with known [r n ] ∈ R Q , respectively. Modulation (s n r n ) is simply the pointwise multiplication (Hadamard product) of the entries of s n , and r n . Mathematically, the observed convolutions are
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Digital where denotes an L-point circular convolution 2 operator giving [y n ] ∈ C L . We always set L ≥ max(Q, M ). We want to recover [s n ], and h from the circular convolutions [y n ]. We make a structural assumption that the entries of the modulating sequences [r n ] are random, in particular, binary ±1. This implicitly means that the signs of the inputs s n r n , n ∈ [N] are random/generic. In applications, this may either be justified by analog signal modulations with binary waveforms (easily implementable) prior to convolutions or might implicitly hold when the inputs are naturally sufficiently diverse (dissimilar signs).
This problem arises in passive imaging. An ambient uncontrollable source generates an unstructured signal that drives multiple convolutive channels, and one aims to recover the source signal, and channel impulse responses (CIRs) from the recorded convolutions. Recovering CIRs reveals important information about the structure of the environment such as in seismic interferometry [1] , [2] , and passive synthetic aperture radar imaging [3] . Recovering the source signal is required in, for example, underwater acoustics to classify the identity of a submerged source [4] - [6] , and in speech processing to clean the reverberated records [7] . In general, the problem setup (1) is of interest in signal processing, wireless communication, and system theory. Apart from other applications, one specific and interesting result of general interest is that randomly modulating a bandlimited analog signal protects it against an unknown linear time invariant (or convolutive) system; this will also be discussed in detail below.
We assume that [s n ] live in known subspaces, that is, each s n can be written as the multiplication of a known Q × K tall orthonormal matrix 3 C, and a short vector x n of expansion coefficients. Mathematically,
It is important to point out critical differences in the structural assumptions compared to the contemporary recent literature [8] , and [9] - [13] on blind deconvolution, where at least one of the convolved signals is assumed to live in a known subspace spanned by the columns of a random Gaussian matrix. Signal subspace in actual applications is often poorly described by the Gaussian model. We relinquish the restrictive Gaussian subspace assumption, and give a provable blind deconvolution result by only assuming random/generic sign (modulated) signals that reside in realistic subspaces spanned by DCT, wavelets, etc.
Additionally, we take h to be completely arbitrary, and do not assume any structure such as a known subspace or sparsity in a known basis; this is unlike some of the other recent works [9] - [12] . In general, we take M ≤ L as already assumed in the observation model (1) . Equivalently, we assume length M vector h to be zero-padded to length L before the L-point circular convolution. In the particular case of multiple (N > 1) convolutions, as will be shown later, no zero-padding is assumed, i.e., one can set M as large as L. This is important in applications such as passive imaging, where often the source signal is uncontrolled, and unstructured, and hence cannot be realistically assumed to be zero-padded; see, the discussion in Section II.
Let F be an L × L DFT matrix with entries
. Formally, we take the measurements in the Fourier domain
where
,n ]) are the ground truths,ŷ n = Fy n , and [ê n ] ∈ C L denote the additive noise in the Fourier domain. To deconvolve, we minimize the measurement loss by taking a gradient step in each of the unknowns h 0 , and [x 0,n ] while keeping the others fixed. This paper details a particular set of conditions on the sample complexity, subspace dimensions, and the signals/filters under which this computationally feasible gradient descent scheme provably succeeds.
A. Notations
Standard notation for matrices (capital, bold: C, F, etc.), column vectors (small, bold: x, y, etc.), and scalars (α, c, C, etc.) holds. Matrix and vector conjugate transpose is denoted by * (e.g. A * , x * ). A bar over a column vectorx returns the same vector with each entry complex conjugated.
In general, the notation [x n ] refers to the set of vectors
* . For a matrix C, we denote by C ⊗N , a block diagonal matrix N n=1 e n e * n ⊗ C, where ⊗ is the standard Kronecker product, and [e n ] are the standard N-dimensional basis vectors. Building on this notation, we define, for example, (R n C) ⊗N 
e n e * n ⊗ R n C for a sequence of matrices R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R N , and C. We denote by F J , a submatrix formed by first L × J columns of an L × L matrix F; e.g. (F J )
* denotes a J × L matrix. We denote by I K , a K × K identity matrix. Absolute constants will be denoted by C, c 1 , c 2 , . . ., their value might change from line to line. We will write A B if there is an absolute constant c 1 for which A ≥ c 1 B. We use · 2 , · ∞ to denote standard 2 , and ∞ norms, respectively. Moreover, · * , · 2→2 , and · F signify matrix nuclear, operator, and Frobenius norms, respectively.
B. Coherence Parameters
Our main theoretical results depend on some signal dispersion measures that characterize how diffuse signals are in the Fourier domain. Intuitively, concentrated (not diffuse) signals in the Fourier domain annihilate the measurements in (3) making it relatively difficult (more samples required) to recover such signals. We refer to the signal diffusion measures as coherence parameters, defined and discussed below.
For
K for every n, we define coherences
, and
where as noted in the notations section above, C ⊗N is a block diagonal matrix formed by stacking N matrices C.
Similar coherence parameters appear in the related recent literature on blind deconvolution [9] , [12] , and elsewhere in compressed sensing [14] , [15] , in general. Without loss of generality, we only assume that h 0 2 = √ d 0 , and x 0 2 = √ d 0 . For brevity, we will denote the coherence parameters μ 
, and ν 2 := ν
In words, coherence parameter μ 2 h is the peak value of the frequency spectrum of a fixed norm vector h. A higher value roughly indicates a concentrated spectrum and vice versa. It is easy to check that
On the other hand, ν 2 x quantifies the dispersion (not in the Fourier domain) of the signals s n = Cx n . A signal concentrated in time (mostly zero) remains somewhat oblivious to the random sign flips r n s n , and as a result is not as welldispersed in the frequency domain. Let c * q,n be the rows of C ⊗N .
on both sides, and using the isometry of C gives us the inequality ν 
C. Signal Recovery via Regularized Gradient Descent
Notice that the measurements in (3) are non-linear in the unknowns (h 0 , x 0 ), however, are linear in the rank-1 outerproduct h 0x * 0 . To see this, let f * ∈ C M be the th row of F M , an L × M submatrix of the L × L normalized DFT matrix F, and c ,n ∈ C KN be the th row in the nth block-row of the (6) the linearity of the measurements in h 0x * 0 is clear from the last inequality above. We also define a linear map A : C M×KN → C LN that maps h 0 x * 0 to the vectorŷ := vec([ŷ n ]). The action of A on a rank-1 matrix hx * returns
where in the last display above e := vec([ê n ]), and we used the definition of A to compactly express (6) . It also shows that multichannel blind deconvolution with a shared input h 0 can be treated jointly as a rank-1 matrix h 0 x * 0 ∈ C M×KN recovery problem, and the observations [ŷ n ] in all the channels are the linear measurements of this common rank-1 object.
Given measurementsŷ of the ground truth (h 0 , x 0 ), we employ a regularized gradient descent algorithm that aims to minimize a loss function:
w.r.t. h, and x, where the functions F (h, x), and G(h, x) account for the measurement loss, and regularization, respectively; and are defined below
and
where G 0 (z) = max{z − 1, 0} 2 . Conforming to the choice in the proofs below, we set ρ ≥ d 2 + e 2 2 , and 0.9d 0 ≤ d ≤ 1.1d 0 (proof of Theorem 2 below). Together, the first and third term in the regularizer G(h, x) penalize any h for which h 2 2 > 2d, and h
2 . Similarly, the second and fourth term penalize the coherence ν 2 x and norm of x. In words, the regularizer keeps the coherences μ 
We explicitly write here the gradients of F (h, x) in (9) w.r.t. h, and x n to shed a bit more light on how the multichannel problem is jointly solved across all the channels for the same h. Recall from (7) that by definition
It is then easy to see that the gradients of F(h, x) w.r.t. h, and [x n ] are
where recall that bar notationz represents the entry wise conjugate of a vector z. The gradient ∇F x is obtained by stacking [∇F x n ] in a column vector. However, as h is fixed across channels, its gradient update is jointly computed as an average of the contributions from all the N channels. Jointly solving for h enables recovery of arbitrary h with no additional assumption such as h lying in a known subspace as is the case for single-channel blind deconvolution [9] , [10] . Similar algorithms with provable recovery results appeared earlier beginning with [16] , [17] for matrix completion, and [18] for phase retrieval, and in [10] for blind deconvolution, however, with observation model different from (1) considered here.
Finally, a suitable initialization (u 0 , v 0 ) for Algorithm 1 is computed using Algorithm 2 below. In short, the left and right singular vectors of A * (ŷ) when projected in the set of sufficiently incoherent (measured in terms of the coherence μ, ν of the original vectors h 0 , and x 0 ) vectors supply us with the initializers (u 0 , v 0 ). 4 For a complex function f (z), where z = u + ιv ∈ C L , and u, v ∈ R L , the 
D. Main Results
Our main result shows that given the convolution measurements (3), a suitably initialized Wirtinger gradient-descent Algorithm 1 converges to the true solution, i.e., (u t , v t ) ≈ (h 0 , x 0 ) under an appropriate choice of Q, N, and L. To state the main theorem, we need to introduce some neighborhood sets. For vectors h ∈ C M , and x ∈ C KN , we define the following sets of neighboring points of (h, x) based on either, magnitude, coherence, or the distance from the ground truth.
Our main result on blind deconvolution from modulated inputs (3) is stated below.
Theorem 1: Fix 0 < ε ≤ 1/15. Let C ∈ R Q×K be a tall basis matrix, and set s 0,n = Cx 0,n ; and x 0,n ∈ C K for every n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N, and h 0 ∈ C M be arbitrary vectors. Let the coherence parameters of C and (h 0 , x 0 ) be as defined in (5) . Let [r n ] be independently generated Q-vectors with standard iid Rademacher entries. We observe the L-point circular convolutions of the random sign vectors r n s 0,n with h 0 , where L ≥ max(Q, M ), leading to observations (3) contaminated with additive noise e. Assume that the initial guess (u 0 , v 0 ) of (h 0 , x 0 ) belongs to
which converges geometrically (in the noiseless case, e = 0) to (h 0 , x 0 ), and there holds
with probability at least
whenever
and η is the fixed step size. Fix α ≥ 1. For noise e ∼ Normal(0,
The above theorem claims that starting from a good enough initial guess the gradient descent algorithm converges super linearly to the ground truth in the noiseless case. The theorem below guarantees that the required good enough initialization:
Theorem 2: The initialization obtained via Algorithm 2 satisfies
ε , and 0.9d 0 ≤ d ≤ 1.1d 0 holds with probability at least
Proofs of Theorem 1, and 2 are given in Section IV-D, and Supplementary Material, Section G, respectively.
E. Discussion
Theorem 1, and 2 together prove that randomly modulated unknown Q-vectors [s 0,n ], and unknown M-vector h 0 can be recovered with desired accuracy from their N circular convolutions h 0 (r n s 0,n ), n ∈ [N] under suitably large Q, N, and L. We will refer to the bounds in (18) , (19) , and L ≥ max(Q, M ) as sample complexity bounds. Together these give
for a fixed desired accuracy δ t+1 of the recovery. We want to remark here that the result only guarantees an approximate recovery as is the case in some earlier works [16] , [19] , [20] on matrix completion using non-convex methods. For example, [16] uses fresh independent samples to compute a stochastic gradient update for technical reasons of avoiding dependencies among the iterates; this leads to an approximate recovery. On the other hand, our measurement model gives rise the dependent scalar measurements (6) across index , and does not give way to a natural splitting of measurements in batches of independent samples. Fortunately, we do not need batch splitting in this proof method, however, we are still only able to guarantee approximate recovery; the main technical reason being a limited structured randomness in the linear map A, which does not lead to strong concentration bounds. For "exact" recovery, i.e., with error δ t+1 = 0 the method requires infinitely many samples. We leave this mainly a technical challenge of improving the results to finite sample complexity to the future work. All the remaining discussion in this section will be assuming a fixed accuracy δ t , and hence a constant factor 1/δ 2 t in the sample complexity bound. We now provide a discussion on the interpretation of these sample complexity bounds in several interesting scenarios such as single (N = 1) and multiple (N > 1) convolutions to facilitate the understanding of the reader.
1) Sample Complexity:
Observe that the number of unknowns in the system of equations (3) (18) , and (19) , it becomes clear that number LN of measurements required for successful recovery scale with KN 2 + M (within coherences, and log factors). This shows that the sample complexity results are off by a factor of N compared to optimal scalings. We believe this is mainly a limitation of the proof technique; the phase transitions in Section III show that (18) is a conservative bound, and successful deconvolution generally occurs when LN ≥ QN KN + M; see phase transitions in numerical simulations Section III-A.
In general, for multiple convolution, we require
In passive imaging problem, where an ambient source drives multiple CIRs, the above bound places a minimum required length QN of CIRs for a successful blind deconvolution from the recorded data.
In the case of single (N = 1) convolution, the above bound
The number of unknowns in this case are only K + M. Unlike the multiple convolutions case above, for a desired accuracy of the recovered estimate, the bound on L above is information theoretically optimal (within log factors and coherence terms). This sample complexity result almost matches the results in [9] , [10] except for an extra log factor. However, the important difference is, as mentioned in the introduction, that unlike [9] - [13] , the inputs are not assumed to reside in Gaussian subspaces rather only have random signs, which if not given can also be enforced through random modulation in some applications; see, Section II.
2) No Zero-Padding of h 0 : Assume that the unknown filter h 0 is completely arbitrary, that is, its length M can be as large as L. Equivalently, no zero-padding or, in general, no known subspace is assumed. Even in the case of linear systems of equations, the recovery is only possible in this case whenever LN ≥ KN + L, i.e., the number LN of measurements exceeds the number KN + L of unknowns. Evidently, LN ≥ KN + L can never be achieved in the single channel scenario (N = 1). However, in the multichannel scenario (N strictly bigger than 1) LN ≥ KN + L is possible by setting N, and L to be sufficiently large, and hence successful recovery may also be possible. In light of (20), we have that inputs [x 0,n ], and a filter h 0 with length M, possibly as large as L, can be recovered whenever L, and N are chosen to be sufficiently large such that
The numerics consistently show that the successful recovery occurs at a near optimal sample complexity, i.e., LN ≥ QN (KN + L) indicating a probable room of improvement in the derived performance bounds.
No zero padding has practical importance in passive imaging, where an unstructured and uncontrollable source signal with no discernible on, or off time is driving the CIRs [5] , and hence, one cannot realistically assume any zero-padding.
Finally, the bound in (18) might appear contradictory to a reader as it guarantees recovery for a longer filters/signals (large enough Q) whereas one should expect that deconvolution must be easier if the convolved signals are shorter (fewer overlapping copies); for example, deconvolution is immediate in the trivial case of one tap Q = 1 filters. However, it is important to note that the bound (18) only gives a range of Q, and N under which recovery is certified, and in no way eliminates the possibility of a successful blind deconvolution when it is violated. Roughly speaking in our case, longer length Q only introduces more sign randomness and makes the inverse problem (blind deconvolution) well-conditioned.
II. APPLICATIONS
The measurement model in (3) finds many applications owing to minimal structural assumptions on the signals. We present three applications scenarios including an implementable modulation system to protect an analog signal against convolutive interference using a real time preprocessing, channel protection in wireless communications, random mask imaging, and passive imaging.
A. Channel Protection Using Random Modulators
One of the important results of this paper is that binary modulations of an analog bandlimited signal protect it against unknown linearly convolutive channels. For illustration, consider a simple scenario of wireless communication of a periodic 5 signal s(t ) in t ∈ [0, 1), bandlimited to B Hertz. Expansion of s(t ) using Fourier basis functions is
The signal s(t ) can be captured by taking Q ≥ K := 2B + 1 equally spaced samples at time instants t ∈ T Q := {0,
Let F K be a matrix formed by the K columns (corresponding to the signal frequencies) of a normalized Q × Q DFT matrix F. Then the samples of s(t ) can be expressed as s = F K x, where the Fourier coefficients x[k] are the entries of the K-vector x. The signal s(t ) is modulated by a binary waveform r(t ) alternating at a rate Q. Let r be a Q-vector of samples of binary waveform r(t ) in t ∈ T Q . The modulated signal s(t ) r(t ) undergoes an unknown linear transformation (s(t ) r(t )) h(t ) = y(t ) through an LTI system, where h(t ) is the impulse response of an LTI system, and is given as
Assuming h[m] to be the mth entry of an M-vector h. The samples y of the transformed signal y(t ) exactly take the form
where as before R = diag(r), and y ∈ C L . Since the observation model (21) aligns with the model considered in this paper, a direct application of our main result shows that s, and hence s(t ) can be recovered from the received signal y(t ) = (s(t ) r(t )) h(t ) without knowing CIR by operating the random binary waveform r(t ) at rate Fig. 1 . Analog implementation for real time protection against channel intereference. A continuosus time signal s(t ), bandlimited to B Hz, is modulated with a random binary waveform r (t ) alternating at a rate Q. The modulated signal drives an unknown LTI system characterized by an M-tap impulse response h(t ). The resulting signal is sampled at a rate Q. Operate the modulator and ADC at a rate Q max(B, M ) (to within a constant, log factors and coherences), and recover s(t ), and h(t ) using Algorithm 1. Underneath, the preprocessing is shown in time, and frequency domain. Modulation in time domain spreads the spectrum, and the resulting higher frequency signal remains protected against the distortions caused by an unknown LTI system. 4 L, and sampling the received signal y(t ) at a rate L = Q, where we used the fact that ν Binary modulation of an analog signal can be easily implemented using switches that flip the signs of the signal in real time; the setup is shown in Fig. 1 . Fast rate binary switches can be easily implemented; see, for example, [21] , and [22] - [24] for the use of binary switches in other applications in signal processing. The implementation potential combined with the ubiquity of blind deconvolution make this result interesting in system theory, applied communications, and signal processing, among other.
The signal subspace can be other than Fourier vectors in practical application in wireless communications, for example, channel coding protects a message against unknown errors by introducing redundancy in the messages. This operation can be viewed as the multiplication of the message vector with a tall matrix C. The coded message s = Cx is transmitted over an unknown channel characterized by an impulse response h ∈ R M . A simple, and easy to implement additional step of randomly flipping the signs r s of the coded message enables the decoder to recover x from several delayed, and attenuated overlapping copies (r s) h of the transmitted codeword; see Fig. 2 for a pictorial illustration.
B. Random Mask Imaging
A stylized application of the blind deconvolution problem in (3) is in image deblurring using random masks. Images are observed through a lens, which introduces an unknown blur in the images. To deblur the images, this paper suggests an image acquisition system, shown in Fig. 3 , in which a programmable spatial light modulating (SLM) array is placed between the image and the lens. SLM modulates (±1) the light reflected off of the object before it passes through the lens. While ideal binary masks are 0/1, we consider (±1) for technical reasons; the (±1) masks can be implemented in practices using a (0/1) mask together with all 1's mask. The light impinging on the detector array is convolution of point spread function of lens with randomly modulated images. Assuming an apriori knowledge of the subspace of each image, which might be a subset of a carefully selected wavelet or DCT bases functions, we can deblur the images using gradient descent as discussed in Section I-C. The relative dimension of the image subspaces w.r.t. image, and blur size must obey the sample complexity bounds presented in Theorem 1; see Section III for details.
It is instructive to compare our results with a recent and closely related random mask imaging (RMI) setup given in [25] for image deblurring. A similar physical setup is studied, and recovery of a blurred image is achieved by placing a random mask between the lens and image, however, two important differences exist compared to our approach. Firstly, in [25] , and other works in this direction [26] , [27] , one image is fed multiple times through different random masks to improve the conditioning of the inverse problem, whereas in our setup we use a different unknown image every time. This is very important in applications, where it is not possible to obtain multiple snapshots of the same scene as it is dynamic. For example, imagine imaging a culture of micro-organisms; the moving organisms and the fluid around continuously changes the formation of the microorganisms. Secondly, the image deblurring in [25] is achieved via a computationally expensive semidefinite program operating in the lifted space of dimension KNM. On the other hand, the gradient descent scheme in Algorithm 1 is computationally efficient as it operates in natural parameter space of dimension only KN + M.
C. Passive Imaging: Multichannel Blind Deconvolution
In passive imaging, a source signal s(t ) feeds multiple convolutive channels. The signal s(t ) is not observed/controlled, and is unstructured. For example, in seismic experiments, a drill generates noise like signature that propagates through earth subsurfaces. The reflected copies from earth layers overlap and are recorded at multiple receivers. To characterize the subsurfaces, a multichannel blind deconvolution (MBD) on the received data discovers the Green's function; for details, see an interesting recent work [2] , and references therein. In underwater acoustics, a submerged source signal is distorted, reverberated while propagating through the water media. Multiple passive sensors on water surface record the distorted signals. The source recognition is better if the recorded data is cleaned using blind deconvolution [28] .
The recorded data at each of the receivers in the passive imaging applications above takes the form, 6 y n (t ) = s(t ) h n (t ), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N, Fig. 2 . Channel protection in wireless communications: A user message x is encoded by multiplying with a tall coding matrix C (known subspace) in the conventional channel coding block. The signs of the resultant symbols s are randomly flipped (modulation). This signal is then transmitted and undergoes a series of reverberations and distortions (modeled as a convolution with CIR) while propagating to the receiver. The decoder estimates the symbols x, and CIR h. Fig. 3 . Schematic of random mask imaging setup. The reflection of a target image from a spatial light modulator (SLM) is blurred by a lens and the resultant intensities are measured on a detector array. Everytime a new image is observed through this system (with a new mask pattern) and eventaully the lens blur kernel and all the images are discovered using a gradient descent algorithm.
where h n (t )'s are short CIRs. Importantly, Theorem 1 clearly determines the combined length QN of CIRs must exceed the length M of the source signal, as is evident from the bound in (18) . This means that for longer (meeting the generic sign assumption) CIRs, one can guarantee to resolve a longer length of source signal from the recorded data. MBD was studied with keen interest in 90's; see, [29] , [30] for some of the least squares based approaches. Using commutativity of convolutions, an effective strategy [31] , [32] relies on the null space of the cross correlation matrix of the recorded outputs. Recovery using these spectral methods depends on the condition that CIRs do not share common roots in the z-domain -some of the MBD schemes developed based on this observation can be found in [33] - [35] .
MBD has also been reexamined more recently using semidefinite programming (SDP) [8] , [12] , [13] , and spectral methods [11] that enjoy theoretical performance guarantees under restrictive Gaussian known subspace assumptions on CIRs. In comparison to computationally expensive SDP operating in lifted domain, and spectral methods, we present a gradient descent scheme for MBD with provable guarantees under a weaker random signs assumption on the CIRs. The generic/random sign assumptions on the CIRs might implicitly hold naturally, or could be made more likely to hold using indirect means such as arranging the locations of the receivers at dissimilar points might lead to diverse CIRs. Moreover, as already discussed in Section I-E, we donot assume any unrealistic structure such as known subspace, or zero-padding on the source signal s(t ), and it can be completely arbitrary. This perfectly models the unstructured source signal in passive imaging.
D. Other Related Work
A regularized gradient descent scheme to minimize the nonconvex measurement loss was rigorously analyzed recently in [10] for the single channel (N = 1) blind deconvolution, and was shown to be provably effective under the known Gaussian subspace assumption. In comparison, we study the multichannel blind deconvolution, and the problem set up (3) also has much limited and structured randomness in a diagonal R n compared to a dense Gaussian matrix used in [10] . This requires a considerably more intricate proof argument based on generic chaining [36] to show approximate stable recovery using a regularized gradient descent algorithm. Recently, [37] showed that (vanilla) gradient descent without the additional regularization term such as (10) shows provably similar recovery guarantees for blind deconvolution under Gaussian subspace model as given in [10] . Extending a result similar to [37] for our case (3) remains challenging as unlike the case of Gaussian subspace considered in [37] , the samples inŷ n in (3) are statistically dependent. Numerically, we observe similar performance to Algorithm 1 even if the regularization term (10) is not included.
Observations in (3) are bilinear in the unknowns (h 0 , x 0 ). Denoting F M h 0 =ĥ 0 , the measurements (3) can be rescaled on both sides by the (element-wise) inverse h
Clearly, the problem is now linearized [38] in the unknowns (ĥ
0 , x 0,n ), and one can proceed with the recovery using the least squares objective below
The drawbacks of this approach are its sensitivity to the noise components that are amplified due to the weightingĥ −1 0 ê n , and will affect the overall least squares recovered solution. Moreover, the problem can be framed as finding a smallest eigenvector of a matrix, and an inherent ambiguity exists if it has more than one-dimensional null space. [39] gives provable recovery results using a least squares approach under various random subspace models. [40] relinquishes the subspace model and instead assumes s n admit sparse representations in Gaussian random matrices, and proves the signal recovery using the same linearized eigenvector approach using a power iteration algorithm under strict spectrally flatness conditions on the signals. The performance under noise in these linearized schemes [39] , [40] is only guaranteed under additional assumptions on filter invertibility h −1 0 , and on the magnitudes of the entries of h −1 0 . In comparison, we directly work with the bilinear model, and give the first provable approximate stable (under noise) recovery results for blind deconvolution using random modulations.
Multichannel blind deconvolution problem can be framed as a rank-1 matrix recovery problem [12] , [41] . Exact and stable recovery results from optimally many measurements are derived in [12] when the signals lie in random Gaussian subspaces.
The question of the uniqueness of the solution (h 0 , x 0 ) (up-to global scaling) of the multichannel bilinear problems of the form y n =ĥ 0 Ĉ x 0,n has been studied in [42] . In particular, necessary and sufficient conditions for the identifiability of (ĥ 0 , x 0 ) were given for almost all (ĥ 0 ,Ĉ, x 0 ). In the particular case of h 0 ∈ C L , and choosinĝ h 0 = Fh 0 , andĈ = F Q R n C makes the last display above equivalent to the measurement model (3) in the noiseless case. Thus applying Theorem 2.1 in [42] would imply that if
then for almost allĥ 0 , F Q R n C, and x 0 , the pair (ĥ 0 , x 0 ) is identifiable up to global scaling. The results show that identifiability is possible under optimal sample complexity LN ≥ KN + L − 1 for almost all (ĥ 0 , F Q R n C, x 0 ). Compared to this results, our derived sample complexity bound (20) is off by a factor N (to within log factors, and coherences). The numerics also show that this additional factor of N on the right hand side of (20) is not required to obtain successful recovery in practice. Necessary and sufficient conditions on the modulation rate Q for the identifiability of the unknowns, however, do not directly follow from the work in [39] , and are an open question. The numerics suggest that successful recovery occurs whenever QN is roughly of the order of the number of unknowns. Multichannel blind deconvolution from observations y n = h 0 s n under the assumption that s n are sparse vectors has also been studied [43] , [44] . The blind inverse problem is solved by looking for a filter g such that [g y n ] are sparse. Sparsity is promoted using a convex penalty such as 1 norm [43] , or more recently using a different convex relaxation involving 4 norm [43] . However, the provable sample complexity results are far from optimal; for details, see [44] . In comparison, we assume that s n reside in a known subspace, and have generic sign patterns that either exist naturally or can be explicitly enforced using random modulation. This model nicely fits some practical applications as already laid out in Section II.
We would also like to discuss a related paper [45] 
, and h ∈ C L from the convolutions
where Fs n 0 ≤ K. Theorem 1.1 in [45] claims that h, and s n can be recovered with probability at least 1 − O(L −β ) by solving a convex program whenever L βN, and N βK 2 , and that
However, it seems that the at least the statement of Theorem 1.1 in [45] is not correct as there are several assumptions made in the proof argument such as
, which do not appear in the statement of Theorem 1.1 in [45] . In addition, Theorem 1.1 [45] claims recovery under comparatively strict' coherence requirements such as
For example, to satisfy this coherence condition, it must always be true that
which says that energy must be roughly equally shared among all the inputs s n . Not only that the share of energy should be roughly equal across the corresponding entries of s n [k] as well as is clear from (23) . Together with this, the proof also uses other strict flatness conditions:
where s n 2 2 = 1 for every n ∈ [N], and h 2 2 = 1. These conditions basically enforce that s n , h have to be flat in the frequency domain for successful recovery. In comparison, the required coherence parameters (4) in our paper are much milder and successful recovery is still possible under Theorem 1 of our paper for any value of these coherences (smaller or larger).
Blind deconvolution has also been studied under various assumptions on input statistics, some important references are [46] , [47] . We complete the brief tour of the related works in the above sections by pointing readers to survey articles [48] , [49] to account for other interesting works that we might have missed in the expansive literature on this subject.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, we numerically investigate the sample complexity bounds using phase transitions. We showcase random mask image deblurring results, and also report stable recovery in the presence of additive measurement noise.
A. Phase Transitions
We present phase transitions to numerically investigate the constraints in (18) , and (19) on the dimensions Q, N, M, K, and L for the gradient descent algorithm to succeed with high (18), however, the dominant white region shows that multichannel N > 1 leads to favorable results even in such pessimistic regimes.
probability. The shade represents the probability of failure, which is computed over hundred independent experiments. For each experiment, we generate Gaussian random vectors h 0 , and [x 0,n ], and choose C to be the subset of the columns of a DCT matrix for every [s 0,n ]. The synthetic measurements are then generated following the model (1). We run Algorithm 1 initialized via Algorithm 2, and classify the experiment as successful if the relative error
is below 10 −2 . The probability of success at each point is computed over hundred such independent experiments.
The first four (left to right) phase diagrams in Fig. 4 investigate successful recovery using four different (one for each phase diagram) lengths Q of the modulated inputs, and varying values of K, and M while keeping L, and N fixed. We set L = 3200, and N = 1 in all four phase transitions while Q is fixed at 800, 1600, 2400, and 3200, respectively. Clearly, the white region (probability of success almost 1) expands with increasing Q. For example, in first (top left) phase transition, successful recovery occurs almost always when the measurements are a factor of 9 above the number of unknowns, that is, L ≈ 9(K + M ), and this factor improves to 5, 3, and 2.8 from second to fourth phase transition, respectively. These phase transitions show that successful recovery is obtained for a wide range of shorter to longer unknown random sign filters/signals, however, successful recovery happens more often for longer (larger Q) modulated inputs.
Recall the discussion in Section I-E, where we pointed out that the bound in (18) is conservative by a factor of N. The fifth phase transition in Fig. 4 investigates the affect of N on minimum value of Q required for successful recovery, and shows that numerically this value of Q does not increase with increasing N, and is roughly on the order of K + M, and not KN + (M/N ) as predicted in (18) in Theorem 1.
Finally, the last phase transition in Fig. 4 investigates K vs. N under fixed M, and L, and setting Q = 1.5 K. It shows that increasing N improves the frequency of successful recovery even under a pessimistic choice of Q = 1.5 K in comparison to the bound in (18) , which suggests that Q KN + (M/N ).
In summary, the phase diagrams suggest that LN ≥ QN (KN + M ) is sufficient for exact recovery with high probability.
B. Image Deblurring
In this section, we showcase the result of a synthetic experiment on image deblurring using random masks. We select three microscopic 150 × 150 images of human blood cells each of which is blurred using the same 10 × 10 (M = 100) Gaussian blur of variance 7. The original and blurred images are shown in the first and second row of Fig. 5 , respectively. Each of the image is assumed to live in a known subspace 7 of dimension K = 3400 spanned by the most significant wavelet coefficients. We mimic the random mask imaging setup discussed in Section II-B, and pixelwise multiply each image with a 150 × 150 random ±1 mask. Given the observations on the detector array, we jointly deblur three (N = 3) images using the proposed gradient descent algorithm. The deblurred images are shown in the third row of Fig. 5 . The total relative mean squared error (MSE) of the three recovered images are 0.0184, and the blur kernel is estimated within a relative MSE of 1.03 × 10 −4 .
C. Performance Under Noise and Oversampling
Noise performance of the algorithm is depicted in Fig. 6 . Additive Gaussian noiseê is added in the measurements as in (3) . As before, we synthetically generate h 0 , and x 0 as Gaussian vectors, and C is the subset of the columns of a DCT matrix. We plot (left) relative error (log scale) in (24) of the recovered vectorsĥ, andx averaged over hundred independent experiments vs. SNR := 10 log 10 ( h 0 x * 0 2 F / e 2 2 ), and (right) average relative error (log scale) vs. oversampling ratio := L/(KN + M ) under no noise. Oversampling ratio is a factor by which the number (L in this case as N = 1) of measurements exceed the number K + M of unknowns. The left plot shows that the relative error degrades gracefully by reducing SNR, and the right shows that relative error almost reduces to zero when the oversampling ration exceeds 2.1.
IV. PROOFS

A. Preliminaries
Recall the function F (h, x) defined in (9) , and the gradients ∇F h , and ∇F x in (11) . By linearity, ∇F h = ∇F h + ∇G h , and similarly, ∇F x = ∇F x + ∇G x . Using the definitions of F , and G in (9) , and (10), the gradients w.r.t. h, and x are
We have the following useful lower and upper bounds on F (h, x) using the triangle inequality
For brevity, we set hx * − h 0 x * 0 F := δd 0 . Since hx * − h 0 x * 0 is a rank-2 matrix, we have hx , we have
In the analysis later, it will be convenient to uniquely decompose h, and x as h = α 1 h 0 +h, and x = α 2 x 0 +x, whereh ⊥ h,x ⊥ x, and α 1 = . We also define specific vectors h, and x that will repeatedly arise in the technical discussion later. -the choice of α is mainly required for the proof of Lemma 6. Note that
The lemma below gives bounds on some relevant norms that will be useful in the proofs later. 
Proof of this lemma is provided in Supplementary Material, Section C.
B. Proof Strategy
Albeit important differences, the main template of the proof of Theorem 1 is similar to [10] . To avoid overlap with [10] , we refer the reader on multiple points in the exposition below to consult [10] for some intermediate results that are already proved in [10] . To facilitate this, the notation is kept very similar to [10] .
The main lemmas required to prove Theorem 1 fall under one of the four key conditions [10] stated in Section IV-C. The lemmas under the important local RIP, and noise robustness conditions require completely different proofs compared to [10] , due to the new structured random linear map A in (7) in this paper. The limited randomness in A calls for a more intricate chaining argument to handle probabilistic deviation results required to prove the local-RIP.
We begin by stating a main lemma showing that the iterates of gradient descent algorithm decrease the objective functionF (h, x). Let z t := (u t , v t ) ∈ C M+KN be the tth iterate of Algorithm 1 that are close enough to the truth (h 0 , x 0 ), i.e., z t ∈ N ε and have a small enough lossF (z t ) :=F (u t , v t ), that is, z t ∈ NF , where
is a sub-level set of the non-convex loss functionF (h, x). We show that with current iterate z t ∈ N ε ∩ NF , the next iterate z t+1 of the Algorithm 1 belongs to the same neighborhood, and does not increase the loss function.
Lemma 2 (Lemma 5.8 in [10]): Let the step size
M+KN , and C L be the constant defined in (32) . Then, as long as z t ∈ N ε ∩ NF , we have z t+1 ∈ N ε ∩ NF , and
Proof: The proof is exactly as the proof of Lemma 5.8 in [10] , and relies on the smoothness condition in Lemma 3 below.
C. Key Conditions
We now state the lemmas under four key conditions required to prove Lemma 2, and the theorems.
1) Local Smoothness:
Lemma 3: For any z := (h, x) and w := (u, v) such that z, z + w ∈ N ε ∩ NF , there holds ). Therefore, C L can be simplified to
by choosing ρ ≈ d 2 + 2 e 2 2 . Proof of this lemma is provided in Supplementary Material, Section E.
2) Local Regularity: Recall that from Lemma 2, we set the step size η ≤ 1/C L . With the step size η characterized through the constant C L in (32), the next task is to find a lower bound on the norm of the gradient ∇F (z t ) 2 2 in Lemma 2. Following lemma provides this bound.
Lemma 4 (Lemma 5.18 in [10] ): LetF (h, x) be as defined in (8) and ∇F (h, x) := (∇F h , ∇F x ) ∈ C M+KN . Then there exists a regularity constant ω = d 0 /5000 > 0 such that 
established in Lemma 5, and 6 below. Given the above two conditions the proof of this lemma reduces exactly to the proof of Lemma 5.18 in [10] .
, uniformly:
Proof: Observe that Re{ ∇F h , h + ∇F x , x } = Re{ ∇F h , h + ∇F x , x }. Using the gradients derived earlier in (25), we have
, hx * , and
and hence
Using triangle inequality, Employing these bounds in (35), we obtain the desired bound. holds for a ξ ∈ (0, 1) with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−cξ 2 δ 2 QN/μ 2 ν 2 ) whenever (38) holds. Proof of both these lemmas is the main technical contribution above [10] , and is provided in Section A, and Supplementary Material, Section B. The usual probability concentration, and union bound argument [50] to prove RIP is not sufficient due to the limited/structured randomness in A. We therefore use the result in [51] based on generic chaining, which abstracts out the entire signal space from a coarse to a fine scale and employs a more efficient use of union bound at each scale after probability concentration.
4) Noise Robustness: Finally, we give the noise robustness result below that gives a bound on the noise term A * (e) 2→2 appearing in Lemma 4.
Lemma 9: Fix α ≥ 1. For the linear map A defined in (7), it holds A 2→2 ≤ c α √ K log(LN ) with probability at least 1 − O((LN ) −α ). Moreover, let e ∈ C LN be additive noise introduced in (3), distributed as e ∼ Normal(0, Please refer to Supplementary Material, Section F for the proof of this lemma.
D. Proof of Theorem 1
Given all the intermediate results above, we are in a position to prove Theorem 1 below.
Proof: We denote by z t = (u t , v t ), the iterates of gradient descent algorithm, and δ(z t ) = u t v * where η is the step size in the gradient decent algorithm and satisfies η ≤ 1/C L for a constant C L defined in Lemma 3, and the constant ω is characterized in Lemma 4. Due to space constraints, the proofs of the remaining lemmas are moved to the Supplementary Material, which include the proof of the key lemmas on local RIP that constitute our main technical contribution.
V. CONCLUSION
We studied the blind deconvolution problem under a practically relevant model of modulated input signals. We discussed several applications to motivate the problem, and presented some recovery guarantees. We believe that a better proof technique may show that the regularization term G(h, x) is not required. Moreover, we also conjecture that the approximate recovery guarantees may also be improved to exact recovery.
